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I have a lot of time for the Samaritan organization. Founded by Revd 

Chad Varah, the Vicar of St Stephen’s, Westminster in November 

1953, the Samaritans was intended to be the equivalent of the 

police/fire/ambulance services – but for those seriously depressed and 

suicidal. Today there are something like 20,000 highly trained 

volunteers, based in 200 branches throughout the UK and Ireland 

willing and able to respond, 24/7.  Every six seconds a volunteer picks 

up the phone to someone who is desperate. In 2017 that was close to 

half a million people.     

And what they offer is a listening ear. As one caller said:  It was like a 

weight being lifted. Saying the words, listening to myself saying them out 

loud made me realise that feeling this alone was not what I wanted. For 

the first time, Sophie had felt able to open up and tell someone how 

isolated she felt. And she quickly discovered that the person on the 

other end of the line would not judge her, or wade in with advice, but 

would really listen.  

Last Friday Raymond Antropus, born just over the road in Hackney, 

was awarded the Sunday Times Young Writer of the Year award, to 

go alongside the Ted Hughes Prize and the Rathbone and Somerset 

Maughan awards he had already received. And why were the judges 

so excited about his writing? Because, wrote Andrew Holgate, 

Literary editor of the Sunday Times,  what’s most impressive about 

Raymond’s book is the depth of his listening and the way he so subtly 

weaves his disparate themes together – about deafness, his Anglo-

Caribbean heritage, his relationship with his father – into a collection that 

is both very personal and immensely hopeful. The result is a memoir in 

verse very, very affecting and fresh. 

 

In our busy lives, the time we can give to listening – in an unrushed, 

single-minded kind of way - seems to have been squeezed almost to 

extinction. We listen to get information – or to be entertained – but 

we so easily edit out anything that isn’t immediately useful. The 

essence of the Samaritan training programme is that it is the person 

who is speaking who is important: the listener has no other agenda 

than to take in the ‘whole’ of what is being said, not just the obvious 

content but also the subtle nuances and the bits that have been left 

out.   

 



Listening in that kind of way is really hard work because we have to 

make the effort to read between the lines, to see the story from 

someone else’s point of view and at the same time to help them feel 

comfortable, sharing things which are not only tumbling out right now 

but also the bigger picture. That kind of listening means no jumping 

in, no sharp questioning; and no taking sides.  

 

And because it is such hard work, most of us avoid these kinds of 

conversations if we can. We choose people to talk to who are like us - 

easier, funnier - briefer; people who carry less baggage with them. And 

when that isn’t happening we fill up the space with noise: music, chat 

– anything that will relieve us of the need to really listen to what is 

being said around us.   

 

What appealed to judge Kate Clanchy was the humanity of Raymond 

Atropus’ book, its tempered kindness, and its commitment to not just 

recognise difference but to engage with the difficult act of forgiveness. 

 

When John the Baptist called out of the wilderness for people to 

prepare for the Way of the Lord, this is very much what he had in mind 

when he said the Kingdom of Heaven is very near. He is not talking 

arrival times or geography; what he is talking about is a state of mind: 

the coming of the Kingdom of God is about sharing people’s deepest 

yearnings and to making connections with very different kinds of 

people. He wanted them to see with new eyes and hear with new ears 

the rhythms, the issues, the hopes and aspirations of those around 

them.  

 

Most of all he wanted to encourage us not to turn our backs on  those 

we disagree with as seemed to happen at the end of the NATO 

conference this week. How easy it is to have some kind of knee jerk 

reaction when the right buttons are pressed by those who don’t agree 

with us.    

 

At the Mass at the end of the Clergy Quiet Day on Wednesday, which 

Bp Joanne celebrated in St David’s, she included an Advent Creed 

which I had not come across before. We are going to use it together 

this morning. It has some powerful lines which I hope will speak to you 

as much as they did to me:  
 

 

 

 

 



We believe in God the Father, creator of heaven and earth, 

the one who is full of patience and is not afraid of silence, 

the one who does not need to fill each moment  

with anxiety and noise,  

the one who does not jostle for attention.  

 

We believe in God the Son, who lived thirty years 

without headlines or hurry, 

frequently taking time to be alone with his patient Father; 
 

and at the end:   
 

We believe in one God, who waits for us, 

and who longs for us to do the same for him. 

 

In his radio interview on Friday afternoon, Raymond Antropus took 

these ideas one stage further, drawing an interesting parallel from the 

life of the Barcelona architect, Antoni Gaudi, whose living testimonial 

is the Sagrada Familia Cathedral in the centre of the city. According 

to Gaudi, the sheer scale and vision of the building was to be a 

challenge to those who were deaf to God: here, Gaudi said, at least 

they will be able to hear the sound of the angels.     

 

In other words, the sheer scale of the building, its colours and its 

intriguing architectural forms, were designed to bring men and 

women to the point where they could not fail to sense the presence 

of God.   

 

Because the truth is that when we set time aside to pray, we have 

available to us a God who, as Sophie experienced with the Samaritans, 

really does take the weight off our shoulders: saying the words, listening 

to myself saying them out loud made me realise that feeling this alone was 

not all there is. And as with the Samaritans, God will not judge or wade 

in with advice but will really listen.  

 

So in these noisy days, can we can also begin to make time to listen to 

each other again, without imposing our preconceived ideas on each 

other? Can we begin to wait for the Lord as the Taize song has it?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



And can we use that ‘waiting’ to make real the picture that Isaiah is 

painting in our 1st reading – replacing the wolf and the lamb, the 

leopard and the goat, all lying down together with Labour and 

Conservative, Liberal Democrat and Green, Plaid Cymru and Scots 

Nationalist, Brexit and Independent – finding it possible to sit down 

and work together? Could it happen? And if not, why not? Is there no 

way to find common ground between our political leaders? Can we 

not find a way behind the slogans and the familiar red lines?       

 

Remember what Andrew Holgate said about these poems: what’s 

most impressive about Raymond’s book is the depth of his listening and 

the way he so subtly weaves his disparate themes into a collection that is 

both very personal and immensely hopeful. Kate Clanchy again: the 

humanity of Raymond Atropus’ book, its tempered kindness, and its 

commitment not just to recognise difference but to the difficult act of 

forgiveness was what made us confident we had found a winner this year. 

 

Let us pray, come Friday afternoon, that a new listening process can 

begin so that we can see a new weaving together of the best of each 

of the party’s manifestos. How else are we going to find that ‘fairness 

for all’ that God intends for us?  

 

And somehow this Advent, can we recommit ourselves to being both 

good listeners and Good Samaritans in the new political world in 

which we will find ourselves by this time next week?     

 

 

 


